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Host CJ-Tala says:
Summary - The mystery has begun...

The U.S.S. Paula Greene has arrived in the Mizani Star System as ordered and picked up an odd passenger along the way. Unusual orders from Starfleet Command, and a system filled with radiation lend to an air of mystery and intrigue.
Host CJ-Tala says:
Now, an away team consisting of Lt. Cmdr Ryan and Lt. JG Zria find themselves en route to the eerie quiet of a planet-side research outpost, while the crew of the U.S.S. Paula Greene investigates the discovery of a lost Starfleet vessel.
Host CJ-Tala says:
=/\==/\=U.S.S. Paula Greene - "Neteyot HosheH - Sudden Silence"=/\==/\=
CSO_Tsalea says:
::On the bridge, scanning the powered down vessel in orbit around Mizani Minor::
CTO_Turnbull says:
::rubbing head and taking the turbolift back to the bridge::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::in sickbay reviewing the information on the radiation treatment::
CEO_Burke says:
::making his way back to ME after finishing up in the shuttle bay::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
#::On the shuttle about to enter the Mizani System.  Drops the shuttle out of warp.::
CNS_Valis says:
#::Looks out the window and turns to the woman next to her.:: OPS: How much longer till we reach the ship?
CIV_Ryan says:
@::In the shuttle breaking through the atmosphere and approaching the complex:: TO: Prepare for landing.  According to this map of the complex there should be a landing grid on the roof of the main complex building.
Host CO_Madred says:
CSO: Can you identify the vessel?
FCO_Panthera says:
::holding the PG steady outside of the danger zone of the radiation::
CSO_Tsalea says:
CO:  I believe so... one moment.
Lt_Delar says:
::In one of the brig's holding cells, pacing. He then sits down on the bed, and twiddles his thumbs::
CTO_Turnbull says:
::re-enters the bridge and resumes duties at tactical wordlessly::
TO_Zria says:
@::activates the landing sequence:: CIV: Yes, Ma'am, landing sequence underway.
Host XO_Amendoeira says:
::sitting in his chair::
Host CO_Madred says:
::glances at Turnbull:: CTO: I understand you had some trouble with Mister Delar?
OPS_Mushgrave says:
#CNS:  Another five minutes...  ::Hits the com button.::  I’ll just contact the ship to let them know we have arrived.
CSO_Tsalea says:
CO:  The vessel is the USS Summerset, an intrepid class.  I am not picking up the transponder signal.  However, I am reading 50 life signs aboard, of various federation species.
CIV_Ryan says:
@COM: PG: Ryan to Paula Greene we are on approach of the main complex.  Preparing to land.
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  Nothing a phaser and the transporter didn't handle.  I wish to file formal charges.  He assaulted me.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
#COM:PG:  This is the shuttle Wayward... come in please.
Host CO_Madred says:
CSO: Can you match their bio signs to any of the Summerset's known crew?
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - The shuttlecraft glides through the atmosphere slowly, plowing through clouds of blowing dust. The rumble of the vessel's engines can be heard echoing off the exposed rock of the moon as the craft touches down, mere metres away from the Outpost's access hatch.
CSO_Tsalea says:
CO:  Checking now.
Host CO_Madred says:
::hears the COM:: XO: Can you attend to that, Commander?
CEO_Burke says:
::arriving back in ME::  All:  Anymore problems with the compositor?
CNS_Valis says:
#::Smiles at Mushgrave and then returns to her stargazing.::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
#::Sits back and waits for the reply.:: CNS:  So you never did say where you are from?
TO_Zria says:
@::watches closely as they make their final approach to the outpost:: CIV: Hopefully this goes well.
XO_Amendoeira says:
CO: Certainly, sir...
CNS_Valis says:
#::Turns back and grins.:: OPS: Originally or most recently?
CTO_Turnbull says:
::follows the readings of the away team and the incoming shuttles on his monitors::
CIV_Ryan says:
@TO: I have the landing platform on visual.  Here we go.  ::Slides her fingers over the nav controls and sets the shuttle down on the platform:: Secure all systems.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
#CNS:  Hmmmmm lets go with most recently.
CSO_Tsalea says:
CO:  This is odd... The species I am reading on the vessel consist mostly of Vulcans, Betazoids, Haliian, Ullians, Trill and various hybrids.  Where as the original crew were mostly Terrans.  I am picking up no match.
Host CO_Madred says:
*CMO*: Doctor, I'd like you to meet our new Counselor in the shuttlebay when she arrives. Send our new Operations Officer to the bridge, but take the Counselor directly to the brig. I'd like the two of you to come up with some explanation for why he acted the way he did.
XO_Amendoeira says:
::Opens the COMM:: COMM Wayward : This is the Paula Greene, go ahead..
CTO_Turnbull says:
ALL:  The away team has begun final landing approach.
TO_Zria says:
@::presses a few buttons one the console in front of her:: CIV: All set.
Lt_Delar says:
::Pushes off of his seat violently, and rushes the forcefield holding him in place, but stops short of touching it. He stares out of the cell, turns, and sits back down::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
#COM:PG:  We are coming up on your position... another 2 mins.  Permission to come aboard?
CEO_Burke says:
<EO Corbis>  CEO: No, no more problems sir.  I'm running a diagnostic to find out why we didn't get an earlier warning of the problem.
CNS_Valis says:
# OPS: I was working on Alpha Centauri on a research project. And you? Where are you from?
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Secures the shuttle's navigational systems then rises from the chair::
Host CO_Madred says:
CTO: Shields ... arm weapons. Yellow alert.
CEO_Burke says:
::nods to the EO and heads into his office, hoping to actually get to finish his coffee this time::
CTO_Turnbull says:
::calls up a monitor to ensure Lieutenant Delar is in fact where he is supposed to be::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
*CO*: Acknowledged Sir... I am on route.. ::leaves sickbay::
Host CO_Madred says:
CTO: What is the readiness status of the Summerset? ::sitting in his command chair he stiffens to a more formal posture::
FCO_Panthera says:
::keeps an eye on things making sure they stay clear of most of the radiation::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
#CNS:  I just finished some advanced studies at the Academy so I've been in San Francisco for the past 6 months… before then I was aboard the USS Rothchild.
XO_Amendoeira says:
COMM Wayward: Permission granted... I’ll have our OPS officer open the shuttlebay doors once you come into range...
TO_Zria says:
@::gets everything set and stands to follow Ryan:: 
CTO_Turnbull says:
::raises shields and arms weapons for the ship::  CO:  Checking Sir.  Confirm Yellow Alert.
CIV_Ryan says:
@TO: Okay, let's move out.  ::Hits the shuttle door panel opening the door.  Moves out as the door opens::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::finds himself a few moments later in the shuttlebay waiting::
CSO_Tsalea says:
CO:  One more thing to note.  They appear to be located within a patch of radiation.  I am detecting minimal power.
CNS_Valis says:
#OPS: Do you enjoy working in space?
OPS_Mushgrave says:
#COM: PG:  Understood sir... we are coming in range now.  Lt Mushgrave out..
CEO_Burke says:
::just as he gets a fresh cup of coffee out of the replicator, the alert klaxons go off:: You have to be kidding me?
CTO_Turnbull says:
XO:  Sir, you should advise the incoming shuttle of Theta radiation so they can modify their shields appropriately.
Host CO_Madred says:
CSO: Could we move in safely to tow them out?
TO_Zria says:
@::nods as she heads out:: CIV: Right, we don't have a lot of time left with the radiation levels.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Turns briefly to the TO:: TO: We only have about 30 minutes to locate the radiation source and repair it.  This way...  ::Moves to a stairwell leading down to the ground level::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
#::Guides the shuttle towards one of the bays.:: CNS:  You know he didn't say which shuttle bay...  I guess we go in the door that opens.
XO_Amendoeira says:
::nods:: CTO : See to it.. And open the bay doors once the shuttle is in range..
TO_Zria says:
@::leaves the shuttle:: CIV: Right, I'm behind you.  ::follows close on Ryan's heels::
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  Sir, the Summerset is powered down.  I show minimal life support, weapons/engines cold.  Checking for life signs...
CNS_Valis says:
# ::Chuckles:: OPS: Let's hope they only open one door for us then.
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - The away team easily force their way through the access hatch and into the corridor that runs between the Command Centre and the Senior Officer's Office. Lights are out or flickering, and the gravity is low. As the pair looks around, they notice a huge hole ripping into the side of the Command Centre, exposing the chamber to the corridor.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Descends the stairs as quickly as she can with the constraints of an EVA suit::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::sees the shuttle enter and waits for the new arrivals to disembark::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
#::Adjusts course a little too quickly.:: CNS:  Sorry there... I detected a large pocket of radiation...  ::Checks the sensors... sever large pockets as a matter of fact.
CSO_Tsalea says:
CO:  With increased power to shields, we may be able to tractor them out.  The radiation is inhibiting beam out.
Host CO_Madred says:
::nods at Tsalea:: All: All right ... let's talk to them. CTO: Open a channel to the Summerset.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Grabs the handle on the access hatch door and climbs in awkwardly::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::wonders if the away team brought any radiation treatment with them::
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  I read 50 weak life signs onboard her.  They've got to be suffering from Theta radiation poisoning...
TO_Zria says:
@::notices the hole in the wall of the command center:: CIV: Looks like there will be a lot of repair work once it gets underway.
CNS_Valis says:
#::Grabs the side of the console as the shuttle jerks and nods in reply.::
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  Channel open, sir...no response.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
#::Sees one of the doors open and guides the shuttle through.  Landing almost on a dime.::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
#::sheepish::  CNS: Sorry.
TO_Zria says:
@::looks around the command center:: CIV: And where in the complex are we headed?
Host CO_Madred says:
::stands and walks to the center of the command area before addressing the other ship:: COM: Summerset: This is Captain Madred of the USS Paula Greene, we are responding to a request for assistance from the outpost below. Please respond.
CNS_Valis says:
# ::Smiles at Mushgrave.:: OPS: You got us here safe and sound that's all that matters, right?
CEO_Burke says:
::doesn't sit, instead makes his way out to the MSD::
CTO_Turnbull says:
::waits for any response from the Summerset::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::sees the shuttle enter and waits for the new arrivals to disembark::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Nods:: CNS:  If you insist...  ::powers down the shuttle.::  Well I guess we better get out and meet the crew.... Looks like we got a welcoming committee some Vulcan by the looks of it.
Lt_Delar says:
::Mumbles softly:: Self: I have to save them...do not know what they are doing...I have to get down there...the outpost...I must...
Host CO_Madred says:
::glances at Tealk::
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Looks at the hole and nods to the TO::  TO: Let's try the command center first.  Maybe we can get main power back online from there.  This way... ::Moves through a doorway::
CSO_Tsalea says:
CO:  I can find nothing structurally wrong with the vessel.
CEO_Burke says:
::sips his coffee and watches as various systems power up and other shut down in response to the alert status::
CNS_Valis says:
::Stands up and heads towards the back to grab her bags.:: OPS: Really? ::Turns back and looks out the window.:: I’ll just grab my things.
XO_Amendoeira says:
::frowns:: CO : Not good...
TO_Zria says:
@::follows closely:: CIV: Hopefully this will work and we can get well away from here.  This place is creepy.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Stands up and grabs her bags.::  CNS:  Let me get the door...   ::The door opens and she steps down.::  CMO:  Hello there!
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Moves to the main control console and begins touching buttons::
Host CO_Madred says:
COM: Summerset: This is the Paula Greene, please respond.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::nods to Mushgrave and Valis:: OPS/CNS: Welcome aboard the USS Paula Greene... I am Doctor tr'Raedheol... Chief Medical Officer
XO_Amendoeira says:
CO : Away Team?
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  Still no response.
CSO_Tsalea says:
CO:  The readings are becoming weaker on some of the life forms.
TO_Zria says:
@::begins trying to gain access to one of the control panels::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CMO:  Hello doctor, I'm Lt Mushgrave... Ops Officer.
Host CO_Madred says:
::retakes the command chair:: CTO: Fire a warning shot across their nose...
CNS_Valis says:
OPS: Thanks. ::Tugs her own bags over her shoulders and follows the other woman out the hatch.::
CIV_Ryan says:
@TO: Looks like there are damaged power relays.  ::Bends down and pulls off the panel cover under the console::
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Glances at the AT's progress, noting everything is fine.::
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  Sir, what about extending our shields around the Summerset?  We could block out the radiation...it's a calculated risk, but they're dying over there...
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - The Command Centre appears in shambles. Several consoles are online, however many of them appear sliced open by huge blades. Holes to the levels below fill the floor and the room is almost a maze of shredded metal.
XO_Amendoeira says:
CO : Sir?
CNS_Valis says:
::Follows Mushgrave to the doctor.::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CMO:  And my companion here is Ms. Valis...  ::Grins::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::looks to Mushgrave:: OPS: You are expected on the bridge... CNS: Counselor... the Captain wishes us to speak to a new arrival who acted “slightly irrational” upon arrival in the brig
Host CO_Madred says:
CTO: I'd rather speak to them before we take any action that could jeopardize this ship.
CEO_Burke says:
::seeing all is well, heads back into his office::
TO_Zria says:
@::smirks:: CIV: Of course, nothing would be simple.  ::notices the marks on some of the console:: Looks like a lot of this damage was made by huge blades of some sort.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Looks into the panel opening and taps the tricorder holding it inside the panel:: TO: I knew we should have brought Burke with us!  I'm no engineer but I can see these relays need to be replaced.
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  Aye, sir, understood.  We could take a shuttle over there and try to extend the shuttle's shields to selectively block radiation...
CSO_Tsalea says:
*CMO*:  Doctor, we have a ship that is not responding with life signs deteriorating.  There are 50 individuals.  Please prepare your staff for possible incoming.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CMO:  Aye, I’ll head up there right away as soon well now I guess I can find my own quarter assignment.
CNS_Valis says:
::Smiles at Mushgrave before focusing on the doctor.:: CMO: Greetings.
Host CO_Madred says:
*CEO*: Doctor tr'Raeheol and Mister Valis are going to be checking on our prisoner in the brig. I'd like you to join them, Mister Burke, to ensure the security conditions of the brig are sufficient.
Host CO_Madred says:
::looks back at Turnbull:: CTO: A warning shot across their nose, please.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::wonders who he should be listening to Commander T'Salea or Captain Madred::
CNS_Valis says:
CMO: Should I leave my things here?
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Starts for the doors... ::CMO/CNS:  I’ll catch you two later.  ::With a wave she exits the shuttle bay.::
CEO_Burke says:
::before he even gets to sit, the message from the Captain comes in - he sighs::  *CO*: Aye sir, I’ll get right on that.
TO_Zria says:
@::shrugs:: CIV: That's the way it goes.  Perhaps we should try the computer center.  We may be able to find systems more in tact or a least that need fewer repairs.
CIV_Ryan says:
@TO: Maybe I can grab a couple of relays from another panel.  ::Moves to another panel and opens up the door.  Yanks two power relays out and moves back to the main control panel::
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  Aye, sir.  ::fires phasers across the bow of the Summerset, being careful to send the miss to open space::  Shot fired.
Host CO_Madred says:
CTO: Careful! I said across her nose, not up it!
CNS_Valis says:
::Waves to Mushgrave.::
TO_Zria says:
@::begins trying to pull usable parts from some of the more damaged consoles:: 
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - On the flickering Ops display and consoles throughout the room a list can be seen cycling across the screens. The chart appears to be divided into three separate columns of 'Name,' 'Infection Date,' & 'Status.' The list is color coded with white, blues and reds.

As the list zips by, a few of the hundreds of names seem to jump out, crying to be noticed. A majority of the names are in white, with a few dozen blues, and one red name that blinks by quickly and stands out more then the others. "Enki, Marla - 10306.18 - White," "Alezka, D'Aurayen - 10404.23 - White," "Jah`d, Korin - 9911.28 - Blue," "Royce, Xenobia - 10104.15 - Red."
CEO_Burke says:
::sets his coffee down and picks up his tool kit, heading for the brig::
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  ::grins slightly:: Aye captain.  ::thinks:  Same old Madred I remember...::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Quickly makes her way to the TL and enters.::  Computer:  Bridge.... ::Drops her bag beside her and takes a deep breath.::
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Pulls out the damaged relays and replaces them with the ones from the other console::  TO: That should do it.  ::Stands and taps the console to see if it comes back to life::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::nods:: CNS: We run an efficient ship... I am certain our new OPS officer has arranged for a crewmember to send your belongings to your quarters.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::exits the shuttlebay::
TO_Zria says:
@::takes a handful of components over to where Ryan was working:: CIV: I've got my fingers crossed.
CNS_Valis says:
CMO: Very well. ::drops her bags and hurries to follow him out of the bay.::
Host CO_Madred says:
::sighs deeply:: CTO: Still no response?
TO_Zria says:
@::thinks... I'm ready to get out of this place::
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Sees the consoles in the room come to life:: TO: Eureka, success!  ::Reads the info scrolling on one of the monitors:: What's this?
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::enters turbolift and requests deck 38::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Out of the side pocket of her bag she pulls out a PADD just as the TL stops.  Picking up the bag she steps onto the bridge and looks around.::
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  None, sir.  ::shrugs::  What do you want to do?
CNS_Valis says:
::Wonders if all starships operate this quickly or if the Paula Greene is an exception as she hurries to keep up with the doctor.::
CEO_Burke says:
::heads into the JTs and climbs down two decks to a section adjacent to the brig and checks a few systems::
Host CO_Madred says:
FCO: Move us into position to tractor the Summerset Mister Panthera.
CNS_Valis says:
::Leans against the lift wall.:: CMO: Who are we going to see again? ::Smiles slight:: You caught me off guard when we landed.
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - Sensors detect a pocket of high level radiation forming of the Paula Greene's starboard bow - 500 meters.
TO_Zria says:
@::looks over Ryan's shoulder:: CIV:  Just looks like a list... wait, Xenobia Royce, she was my commanding officer on the Vesuvius.  What's this list about?
XO_Amendoeira says:
::gets on his feet, and starts pacing the bridge::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::She steps down at the command area::  CO/XO:  I'm Lt Mushgrave the new Ops officer :: Hands over the PADD to whomever will take it.::
FCO_Panthera says:
CO: Aye sir. ::activates the thrusters preparing to move:: CSO: I need a check of the area to make sure it's safe to move ma'am.
CIV_Ryan says:
@TO: Start downloading this information into your tricorder.  I'm going to see if I can find out where that radiation leak is coming from.  ::Moves to another console and begins an internal scan of the complex::
CSO_Tsalea says:
::A light flashes on her board::  CO:  Picking up high level radiation on the starboard bow.  500 meters
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  ::hitting some switches::  Shields at 110 percent of nominal.  Just in case.
Host CO_Madred says:
::glances at Tealk:: XO: Why don't you join them down in the brig. Make sure they have things well in hand there.
CEO_Burke says:
::finding that everything looks normal from here, however, decides to run one more test on the system::
Host CO_Madred says:
CTO: Auxiliary power to the shields. *CMO*: Be aware that we are taking the ship back into the radiation area, Doctor.
XO_Amendoeira says:
CO : You afraid something will go wrong? ::smiles:: Aye sir, on my way...
CTO_Turnbull says:
::switches active scan to starboard bow and puts readout on tactical screen::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::takes in the conversations around her.:: Self:  Wonder what is going on.....?
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::nods:: CNS: Understandable... Lt Delar... he proved to be most irrational when he came aboard... Captain Madred wishes to be certain we have not been sent any insane crewmembers I suppose
TO_Zria says:
@::nods and begins downloading the data from the system:: CIV: Will do, it may take a while to figure out what all of this is for.
CNS_Valis says:
::Looks expectantly at the doctor.::
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  Already done.  Shields at 125% maximum.
CNS_Valis says:
CMO: What exactly did he do that was irrational?
XO_Amendoeira says:
::moves to the TL::
TO_Zria says:
@::taps her fingers absently as she watches names scroll by as the data is downloaded::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Drops her arm since neither the CO or XO would take the PADD...  stands shuffling her feet.::
Host CO_Madred says:
::takes the PADD from Mushgrave:: OPS: Thank you Lieutenant ... take your station.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::rolls eyes::  CO: Very simple... he contradicted the Captain
FCO_Panthera says:
::hears what the CSO and hopes every way else is fairly clear...maneuvers the ship towards port and heads for the Summerset:: CO: We are moving towards the Summerset.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::exits the turbolift as the doors open::
CNS_Valis says:
::Rubs the faint ridges on her forehead.:: CMO: Excuse me? He was sent to the brig because he disagreed with the Captain?
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
CNS: He then proceeded to attack the CTO.....
CIV_Ryan says:
@TO: Got it...well, almost...  It appears to be originating from one of the labs six or seven levels below us.  I'm headed there now.  You stay here and finish downloading the information.  See if you can figure out what it is.  ::Moves out of the control room and heads to a turbolift::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Feels the PADD leave her hand... ::  CO:  Aye Sir...  ::Moves over to the OPS station and takes a seat.  Her fingers quickly move over the console adjusting the controls to her preferences.::
Host CO_Madred says:
OPS: I'd like to formally welcome you, but as you can see were a bit busy right now.
CEO_Burke says:
::finished with his test, pops out of the JT into the hallway leading to the brig, right in front of the CMO and CNS::
CTO_Turnbull says:
::readjusts the shields to follow close configuration, only meters from the hull::
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Taps the control next to the turbolift door and waits::
TO_Zria says:
@::glances up from the data:: CIV: Will do, you be careful!
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Aye Sir, I see that...  Almost ran into one of your problems on the way here... the radiation pockets..
XO_Amendoeira says:
::the TL comes to a stop, and he exits onto the corridor, heading for the brig area::
FCO_Panthera says:
::looks over seeing a new officer and nods...looks back to her console the pads of her paws moving quickly and efficiently over the controls:: CO: How close do you want to get sir?
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
CNS: Considering the CTO is an able officer, I was surprised that he attempted such.
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Glances up at the screen then down at her sensors::  CO:  The radiation is interfering with sensors.  FCO, please note.  I am unable to get a clear lock on its source.
CNS_Valis says:
CMO: Oh. ::Feels a bit more relieved about taking this posting.:: Well that makes a bit more sense. Did he give any reason for attacking the CTO?
CEO_Burke says:
CMO: Ah, Doctor.  ::nods in welcome::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
CNS: Because he did not wish to go to the brig ::shrugs::
FCO_Panthera says:
CSO: Acknowledged ma'am...we are taking it easy.
Host CO_Madred says:
::gritting his teeth:: FCO: 40,000 km should be sufficient, Commander.
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - Internal sensors on the Paula Greene begin to report a small increase in theta radiation on some of the lower decks. At the same time the lights begin to flicker as the power flow is interrupted, and several moments later the lights return.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
:;arrives in the brig area and sees the light flicker:: Self: Odd....
FCO_Panthera says:
::growls low under her breath at the lights flickering:: CO: Aye sir 40,000 km...
CSO_Tsalea says:
All:  Increase in theta radiation on the lower decks.
XO_Amendoeira says:
::goes over to a console, and taps the internal comms:: Bridge : What's going on?
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Hears the CSO and checks the power allocations...  shutting down some of the un needed replicators she transfers some more power to the sensors.::  CSO: Ma'am try that, you should have a little more juice.
Host CO_Madred says:
::looks up and around the bridge and cringes:: CTO: Ensure that the brig forcefields aren't interrupted.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Notices big slashes on the TL door:: *TO*: The turbolifts are offline.  I'm going to have to use the Jeffries tubes.  ::Moves to a JT hatch and opens it up manually::
CNS_Valis says:
::Follows that chain of thought through:: CMO: So he was being sent to the brig because he disagreed with the Captain and that was his irrational behavior? Followed of course by the attack...::trails off::
CEO_Burke says:
::Sighs::  Something else for me to fix I suspect.   *Corbis*: What was that?
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  Sir, there are small increases to the theta radiation on the lower decks.  That brief outage shouldn't affect the brig.
CSO_Tsalea says:
OPS:  There was an interruption in power flow, was that you?
Lt_Delar says:
::Notices the lights flicker, but remains seated, knowing he probably won't be able to get out::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CSO:  No Ma'am.....  trying to find out now.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Holds her tricorder inside the hatch to check for life signs before climbing in::
CSO_Tsalea says:
::nods::
XO_Amendoeira says:
::Waits for reply from the bridge::
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  The radiation is interfering with the plasma flow to engineering...
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Uses the increased power for sensors, modulating a few of the pallets::
CEO_Burke says:
::notices the CMO and CNS moved on without him, he walks into the brig behind them and sits at the control console::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::arrives at the cell and looks in:: Delar: Lt Delar.... I am Doctor  tr'raedheol... this is Counselor Valis.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CSO:  The power fluctuation was due to the radiation Ma'am...
Host CO_Madred says:
FCO: Let's see if we can snare the Summerset from here. All stop ... OPS: Initiate a tractor beam lock on the USS Summerset ... maximum range.
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Nods to OPS::
CTO_Turnbull says:
::reinforces the SIF for the tractoring attempt::
FCO_Panthera says:
::watches the distance readings:: CO: Sir we will be at 40,000 km in approximately 5 seconds sir. Aye sir...all stop. ::stops the ship::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Begins determining the non-essential areas of the ship in case she needs to pull the power.::
CSO_Tsalea says:
*Engineering*:  Radiation is interfering with various systems.  Please note.
CEO_Burke says:
<EO Corbis> *CEO*: Sir, it seems that we entered an area of higher radiation and that drew more power to various systems.
Host CO_Madred says:
*XO*: We're just getting into higher levels of radiation, Commander.
CNS_Valis says:
::Looks at the man sitting behind the forcefield.::
Lt_Delar says:
::Notices new people in the brig:: CMO: Doctor, hello. Hopefully you'll listen to reason. A man who swore to do no harm...I must get to the outpost...I must...or people will...I can keep them alive...
XO_Amendoeira says:
*CO* : Thank you sir...
CSO_Tsalea says:
*Sickbay*:  Be prepared for any radiation symptoms.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Tricorder starts beeping:: *TO*: I am detecting 3 life signs on level 8, see if you can ID them.  I'm entering the JT hatch now.
Host CO_Madred says:
OPS: Evacuate the lower decks of all non-essential personnel.
XO_Amendoeira says:
::moves on to the brig::
CTO_Turnbull says:
::readjusts the shields to the specific radiation frequency to compensate::
CEO_Burke says:
::listens to the EO, not all that happy - checks over the brig systems while he is at it::
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Enters the hatch and begins descending the ladder down to the lower levels::
FCO_Panthera says:
::paws hover over the controls to back the PG out once the tractor beam locks on:: CO: Ready to back out as soon as the tractor beam is attached sir.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Aye Sir...  also I'd like to shut down all power to those decks.  Conserve the energy in case we need it...
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::raises both eyebrows:: Delar: Attacking the CTO seemed an interesting way of rendering aide  ::scans Delar::
CSO_Tsalea says:
CO:  Once out of the radiation, do you wish me to transport the individuals over in a secured area or take an AT aboard?
Host CO_Madred says:
OPS: We're not evacuating everyone, Lieutenant ... just the non-essentials. You may place those decks on minimal power.
XO_Amendoeira says:
::reaches the brig, and looks around::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Aye Sir..
TO_Zria says:
@::begins analyzing the data from the system:: *CIV* Understood.  ::tries to access the system and identify who the beings on level 8 are::
Host CO_Madred says:
CSO: No, Commander ... we'll go over there if necessary.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Sends a message down to the lower decks for all non-essential personnel to be evacuated and that the decks will be reduced to minimal power.::
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Slowly descends the ladder, wondering what the heck happened in this complex::
CSO_Tsalea says:
CO:  The majority of the crew appears to be located in the Cargo bays.  All reserve power is being rerouted to internal life support and shields.
CEO_Burke says:
<EO Corbis>  *CSO*: We are working on it - there is a lot of radiation floating around.
CNS_Valis says:
::Steps closer to the forcefield and studies the man sitting behind it. While a tad confusing to her he didn't sound irrational, though even the most insane person could sound rational if convinced they were correct. Still the reason the doctor gave her for the man's being put in the brig didn't make sense.::
Lt_Delar says:
CMO: The Captain...Madred...wouldn't send me. Instead, he chose to lock me up here. ::Looks up at the Counselor:: CNS: I only want to go and help...I have to help...
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::fingers flying over the console, activates the tractor beam.::
TO_Zria says:
@*TO* It looks like the reactor on level 13 is still active and power from there is being rerouted to the computer core on level 5.
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - The tractor cuts through the radiation and easily locks onto the U.S.S. Summerset. Everything seems fine and dandy...for now...
CSO_Tsalea says:
*EO*:  Understood.  After duty, report to sickbay for treatment.
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  There's only so much of the radiation I can compensate for with the shields, sir.  We're pretty much at the maximum.  I could send in some teams with portable shield generators and attempt to reinforce the field if need be, Captain.
CNS_Valis says:
Lt. Delar: What sort of assistance can you render that others cannot?
CIV_Ryan says:
@*TO*: Acknowledged.  I will exit the JT on level five and check it out.  Contact the PG and inform them of our status.
XO_Amendoeira says:
::approaches the force field, but only watches his crew at work::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::tries a detailed scan of Lt Delar::
TO_Zria says:
@*CIV* There is also power being diverted to life support in the physics labs on level 8 and the genetics lab on level 7.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Reaches the exit hatch on level 5 and pulls the lever to manually open the hatch.  Climbs out into the corridor on level five and activates her tricorder::
FCO_Panthera says:
::looks at the readings:: CO: Sir it seems the tractor beam has locked on for the moment. Backing us out now. ::slowly reverses the thrusters to move the ship backwards pulling the Summerset along::
Host CO_Madred says:
::sees the tractor beam lock on to the Summerset:: OPS: Good work, Lieutenant. FCO: Commander Panthera ... take us out of here, 1/4 impulse ... nice and steady.
Lt_Delar says:
CNS: I .... know things... that can be of assistance. ::Raises his voice, pleading:: Please, I must get to the Outpost...
TO_Zria says:
@*CIV* Understood.  ::tries to gain access to the communications system:: 
CEO_Burke says:
::finishes checking over the systems::  Self:  Well, everything looks fine down here, of course with all this radiation we keep running into.  ::considers reconfiguring the brig forcefields::
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Increases scans for any further pockets::
CTO_Turnbull says:
::monitoring flow of the plasma relays carefully::
CNS_Valis says:
Lt. Delar: May I ask what species you are?
FCO_Panthera says:
::increases to 1/4 impulse moving back slowly:: CO: So far so good sir.
Host CO_Madred says:
CTO: Extend our shields around the Summerset while we are towing them...
CIV_Ryan says:
@*TO*: Acknowledged.  I am in the corridor on level 5 now.  Proceeding to the target area.  ::Follows the power source from the tricorder readings::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Winces because she forgot to tell the Capt she locked on. Leans over to the FCO::  FCO:  Thanks...  I can't believe I forgot to tell him.  I'm Julie Mushgrave.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
Delar: If you have knowledge... I recommend you give it immediately and without reservation, if your desire is to save lives.
Lt_Delar says:
::Is taken aback by the question, but answers:: CNS: Betaziod Vulcan hybrid.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Glances at the walls of the corridor and sees the same slash marks that were on the computer consoles and the turbolift doors::
FCO_Panthera says:
::nods:: OPS: Not an issue...you got thrown in pretty quick. Lt. Commander Trina Panthera is the name.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::frowns at the readings::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Grins::  FCO:  Nice to meet you Commander.
CEO_Burke says:
::stops from what he is doing to watch the two doctors talk to the prisoner::
CNS_Valis says:
Lt. Delar: Oh. ::That explained the telepathic presence she was sensing.:: Um you said you know things that could help. What sort of things?
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  Aye, Captain.  ::extends forward shield grid around the Summerset and covers the space between the two ships with both lateral deflector grids...just in case::
XO_Amendoeira says:
::approaches the CMO and whispers:: CMO : This is one of our new crew, correct?
TO_Zria says:
@COM: Paula Greene: Lt. JG Zria to the Paula Greene, is this coming through?
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Enters the computer core room::
FCO_Panthera says:
OPS: Good to have someone in that seat again.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::turns to Amendoeria:: XO: Yes Sir.
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Glances at the AT, Summerset and radiation levels::  CO:  AT remains secure as does the Summerset.  Radiation levels aboard the Paula Greene decreasing.  No obvious pockets of radiation in the area, but that seems to easily change.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::frowns at the readings and scans once more::
XO_Amendoeira says:
::nods, and goes back to his previous position:: CMO : Carry on..
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO: I'm getting a com from the AT...  ::turns and looks::  But its staticy.
Lt_Delar says:
::Quickly turns his head to face the CMO:: CMO/CNS: Only I can understand...It was of my design, so I have to stop it.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::compares the readings with the EOs he treated::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Attempts to clear up the static.::
Host CO_Madred says:
::nods at Tsalea:: OPS: On speakers....
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Stops at the control panel to check the status:: *TO*: The computer seems to be online.  I'm headed down to level 8 now.  ::Turns and exits the computer core room and back to the JT hatch::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  On speakers...  ::Continues to try and clear up the static.::
Host CO_Madred says:
COM: Zria: We're reading you Lieutenant. What is your situation?
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::raises head:: Delar: Your design? Some device?
CNS_Valis says:
::Everything she senses from him seems scattered and unfocused. Curious to hear his answer to the CMO's question she remains silent.::
CTO_Turnbull says:
::monitoring the life signs on the Summerset, and any other activity from them::
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - As Ryan exits the computer core, a large shadow rushes behind her, and a soft clicking sound - like metal against metal - can be heard. As soon as the shadow arrived, it vanishes...
TO_Zria says:
@COM: We've managed to locate the source of the radiation, Commander Ryan is attempting repairs now.  We've also detected three survivors and found a list of names and dates in their computer.  I'm trying to analyze that information now.
Lt_Delar says:
::Ignores the CMO, and turns to the CNS:: CNS: I have to save them. Please. I have to stop what I started. I must go to the Outpost.
Host CO_Madred says:
COM: Zria: Understood ... return to the Paula Greene with the survivors once you'd repaired the damage that is causing all this radiation.
CEO_Burke says:
::wonders what the heck the prisoner is talking about... what was started::
CNS_Valis says:
Lt. Delar: What exactly did you start? It will be difficult to secure your release without understanding your situation.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Turns as she hears clicking noise behind her but doesn't see anything::
TO_Zria says:
@COM: Paula Greene: CO: Aye, Sir.  Understood.
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  So far so good.  FCO:  out of curiosity, how far are we from theta-free space?
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::backs up slowly:: XO: He has been repeating this since we arrived Sir.... ::shows him the medical readings:: He also seems to be suffering from the same Hyper Stimulation of the nervous systems like the EOs I treated earlier... the cause however is unknown.
CNS_Valis says:
::Clasps her hands behind her back.::
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Continues on to the JT and enters the hatch.  Begins descending the ladder to level 8::
CSO_Tsalea says:
CO: I am reading increased power on the Summerset.  Full power in 15 min, 14 sec.
XO_Amendoeira says:
::Steps up, and clears his throat:: Delar : You're not going anywhere after what you've done... Now, if you'd care to enlighten us on what you think needs to be done, I'm sure my crew can handle it...
TO_Zria says:
@*CIV* Commander Ryan, we're to take the survivors back to the Paula Greene, once the radiation leak has been locked down.  Have you located the survivor on level 8?
CSO_Tsalea says:
CO:  Life signs are also appearing to stabilize.
XO_Amendoeira says:
Delar : Your only way of helping whoever is down on the outpost is by talking to us...
FCO_Panthera says:
::continues watching the movements of the PG and the Summerset:: CTO: Approximately one minute.
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  Confirmed.  It looks like their power is stabilizing and the life signs are getting stronger.  If we can tow them to open space, we could assist without the extra peril.
XO_Amendoeira says:
Delar : And if you want to help them as much as you claim to, you'll let us know what exactly is going on down there.
Host CO_Madred says:
::nods to those around them:: FCO: Once we're in theta free space, take us to all stop. OPS: At that point, release the Summerset from our tractor lock.
FCO_Panthera says:
CO: Aye sir.
CTO_Turnbull says:
::nods unconsciously in agreement with Madred::
Host CO_Madred says:
::glances back at Turnbull ... as if in contemplation:: CTO: Prepare an incursion team.
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Aye Sir...  ::Hand poised over the tractor button::
CIV_Ryan says:
@*TO*: I'm on my way to level 8 now.  ::Reaches level 8 and pops the hatch.  Climbs through then pulls out her phaser, setting it on stun::
CSO_Tsalea says:
CO:  I am not picking up any movement.  They may be unconscious, even though their life signs are stabilizing.
Lt_Delar says:
::Holds his head in his hands, and stares at the floor, muttering to himself:: Self: I have to go...stop it...the Outpost... ::Hears someone addressing him, but  doesn't answer:: Self: Please...I must go...please...I have to...people will...I have to....keep them alive...
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
XO: My recommendation is to keep him aboard Sir. He desires something on the surface, he does not wish to save lives.
FCO_Panthera says:
CO: Sir the PG is clearing...the Summerset should be clear in about 30 seconds. ::keeps the ship moving back steadily and slowly::
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  Aye, Captain.  ::notifies Security team Alpha to prepare::  
Host CO_Madred says:
CTO: Take Commander Tsalea and Commander Panthera with you...
XO_Amendoeira says:
::shouts:: Delar : Lieutenant.. Snap out of it.. That's an order... Tell us what you know!
CIV_Ryan says:
@*TO*: See if you can track me on your monitor.  ::Pulls out the tricorder and follows the life sign energy signatures::
CNS_Valis says:
::Looks over in surprise at the man who has joined them. She hadn't noticed him. Kyrina rubs at the back of her head as she starts to feel a headache coming on from all of the thoughts Delar is broadcasting.::
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  Aye, Captain, Was just getting there...perhaps the doctor also?
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Deactivates the Tractor beam::
Host CO_Madred says:
CTO: The Doctor's busy ... take MO Angel instead.
FCO_Panthera says:
CO: We are clear sir. ::brings the ship to all stop::
CTO_Turnbull says:
CSO/FCO:  You heard the Captain, people.  Shall we?
CEO_Burke says:
::surprised by the XO's actions... wonders if it will work::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  tractor beam discontinued.::
CTO_Turnbull says:
CO:  Aye sir.  
TO_Zria says:
@::looks over the list of names and dates that was downloaded from the computer system, trying to figure out what its for:: *CIV* I'm trying to locate you now.  You're on level 8?  The survivors should be in the High Energy Physics lab.
Host CO_Madred says:
::sits back in his chair contemplating his decision and glances at his wife::
XO_Amendoeira says:
::winks at the CEO::
CTO_Turnbull says:
*MO*:  Doctor, meet us in transporter room one, and bring your radiation sickness bag.
CIV_Ryan says:
@*TO*: Acknowledged.  ::Moves closer to the Physics lab::
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Hearing her name, turns her station over::
MO_Angel says:
*CTO*:  I will there in a moment.
MO_Angel says:
::Takes her bag and is quickly out the door.::
CSO_Tsalea says:
::Turns to the CTO::  CTO:  I am ready.
CTO_Turnbull says:
::walks to the turbolift where he waits for the CSO and FCO to join him::
Lt_Delar says:
::Stops muttering, and hears someone speak to him in a loud voice. He quickly looks up, and smiles:: XO: I must get to the surface of the planet. There is information that only I know of that can stop people from...dying...
FCO_Panthera says:
::stands up turning the helm over to Tracker:: CTO: On my way. ::heads for the TL::
CEO_Burke says:
::his eyes open wide - is the XO now flirting with him??  Kieran shakes his head and looks for a replicator, he definitely needs more coffee or more sleep, but on this ship the coffee is all he is going to get::
TO_Zria says:
@::watches the monitor keeping an eye on Ryan's location, and trying to think about the information that she was looking over::
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Reaches the door to the physics lab:: *TO*: I've reached the door to the physics lab.  Entering now.  ::Holsters her tricorder, checks her phaser then hits the control panel to open the door::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
XO: My recommendation stands Sir... He does not desire to save lives.
CNS_Valis says:
::Eyes narrow. That was a sudden turnabout in attitude and behavior.::
MO_Angel says:
::Arrives at the transporter room and waits for the others.::
TO_Zria says:
@*CIV* Ok, I've got you on my monitor, be careful.
CTO_Turnbull says:
::rides to the transporter room in silence, going through a mental checklist::
FCO_Panthera says:
CTO: Just what are we fixing to do sir?
Host CO_Madred says:
OPS: You can disengage our extended shielding now. Keep our shields up, except for the time period where we are actively transporting our team over.
Lt_Delar says:
::Stands, and walks towards the group of officers,, keeping a distance from them so it doesn't seem like he's trying to get close to the force field:: XO/CNS/CMO: You do not understand. Only I can go and stop what I started. ::Hangs head::
CEO_Burke says:
::looks around and finding the replicator gets a cup of coffee - double strong::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Disengaging extended shielding...
CTO_Turnbull says:
FCO:  A look-see, if I read the Captain's intent.  He called it an "incursion" team, so I think we're looking and reporting.  This is a ghost ship after all.
CNS_Valis says:
::Annoyed by the headache this man is causing her.:: Lt. Delar: What did you start?
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::turns to the XO::
MO_Angel says:
::Pulls out her hypospray of adrenaline and gives herself a dose::
XO_Amendoeira says:
::shakes head:: Lt : What's so special about you, Lt, that makes you think no one else is up to the job?
FCO_Panthera says:
::shakes head:: CTO: A ghost ship with people on it? Or did I hear wrong?
CTO_Turnbull says:
::draws two phasers and a tricorder and steps up to the pad::  ALL:  Ready?
MO_Angel says:
CTO:  One moment sir...
MO_Angel says:
::Gives each a shot of adrenaline::  All:  Now you are.
CTO_Turnbull says:
FCO:  Is that the wrong expression?  It went missing several years ago and was presumed lost.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Enters the lab consciously.  Notices the same kind of damage in the room as the rest of the complex and a wall of broken computer consoles and file cabinets stacked up in the middle of the room, dividing the room in half::
CSO_Tsalea says:
::nods as she takes her place, her tricorder in hand.::
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - Almost as if they were expecting her, the three survivors take up arms and begin firing phaser shots at the large officer in the EVA suit. They appear almost delirious and many of their shots go wilds.
CTO_Turnbull says:
MO:  Thank you, Doctor.
FCO_Panthera says:
::grabs an extra weapon and a tricorder from supply and gets on the PADD:: CTO: I see I wasn't aware of that.
CTO_Turnbull says:
ALL:  Phasers on stun, and out.  We don't know what's over there.  All ready?
FCO_Panthera says:
::checks the weapon:: CTO: Ready sir.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Dives behind a counter and returns fire:: *TO*: I have weapons fire in the physics lab!
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  I'm detecting weapons fire...  Should I beam the AT back.  ::Turns and looks::
Host CO_Madred says:
OPS: Can we monitor the station from here at all?
TO_Zria says:
@::notices the weapons fire and heads toward the nearest jeffries tube:: *CIV* Commander Ryan, I'm on my way, take cover!
CTO_Turnbull says:
::looks at the transporter chief::  Chief:  Energize.  ::nods::
CEO_Burke says:
::sips at his coffee, and decides he isn't needed here anymore, he finished what the CO asked for.  Decides to make a quick stop on the bridge - leaves the brig area giving the XO a stray glance as he goes::
Lt_Delar says:
CNS/CMO/XO: I have to stop it. It'll be all my fault if anything happens.
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Shouts at the survivors:: Survivors: I am LtCmdr. Ryan of the Federation Starship, USS Paula Greene.  Hold your fire!  I'm here to assist you!  ::Holds her fire::
CNS_Valis says:
::Looks at the XO in consternation when the lieutenant doesn't give them a real answer.::
XO_Amendoeira says:
::motions for the three to step away from the force field:: Delar : Your actions here will make it your fault. By not telling us what we need to know...
TO_Zria says:
@::scrambles down the ladder in the jeffries tube trying to get to level 8 quickly::
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - The transport initiates and the familiar blue glow surrounds the team. A few moments later they arrive aboard the U.S.S. Summerset...
CEO_Burke says:
::arrives at the TL and gets in:: TL: Bridge
MO_Angel says:
#::Blinks as she sees the dead bodies around her::
Host CO_Madred says:
::tenses and leans forward:: OPS: No, we're too far away for that...
CSO_Tsalea says:
#::Immediately begins scanning the bodies and damage done.::
CNS_Valis says:
::Gratefully moves away hoping more distance will lessen the headache she's getting.::
XO_Amendoeira says:
Delar : Also.. I'm tempted to bring court-martial charges for disobeying a direct order.. ::moves off::
FCO_Panthera says:
#::crouches down and surveys the area::
CTO_Turnbull says:
#::phaser out, scans the area left/right and begins taking readings with the tricorder::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::frowns at the Capt.::  CO:  Understood Sir...  ::Frustrated because she can't help.::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::leaves the brig area with Amendoeria:: XO: I agree Sir, unless he wishes to be forthright, we have nothing to learn from him
MO_Angel says:
#::Bends down to the closest body.::
Host CO_Madred says:
OPS: We'll have to wait it out .... what was the Summerset's last mission before going lost?
XO_Amendoeira says:
::as soon as they are out of earshot from the cell:: CNS, CMO : Well? What do you think? It seems to me like he's hiding something..
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Shouts as she ducks the weapons fire:: Survivors: Cease fire!  ::Waits to see if they comply::
CNS_Valis says:
::Follows the two men out of the brig with one last look back at Delar.::
TO_Zria says:
@::counts down the levels as she scrambles down the ladder opening the hatch as she reaches level 8::
Lt_Delar says:
::Sighs:: XO: You don't understand...You can't...
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Let me search the records Sir...  ::Fingers fly over the console as tries to bring up the information on the Summerset.::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
XO: That much is certain Sir.
CEO_Burke says:
::arrives on the bridge and steps off the TL, looks over the bridge as he activates his console::  Computer:  Transfer engineering control to this console.
CNS_Valis says:
XO: He is broadcasting telepathic thoughts all over the place but none make any sense.
TO_Zria says:
@::exits the jeffries tubes and pulls her phaser as she does, setting it to wide beam stun::  Self: Now which way...
MO_Angel says:
#::Frowns as she scans one and then the other bodies in the vicinity:: CTO:  Sir, they died of either radiation poisoning, deadly slashes or...  ::Swallows::  Some of them are missing blood.
FCO_Panthera says:
#CTO: Nothing but bodies... ::shakes her head and wrinkles her nose at the stench::
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Sees they are not going to respond then quickly moves out from behind the counter, rolling across the line of fire, firing her phaser at the same time::
Lt_Delar says:
::Sits back down on his bed::
CNS_Valis says:
XO: He's clearly distraught. ::Smiles slightly:: But you don't need a counselor to tell you that.
CSO_Tsalea says:
#CTO:  Concurred.  Also the damage appears to have been done by huge blades... almost claw like if you follow the patterns.
CTO_Turnbull says:
#::raises eyebrow::  ALL:  Missing blood?  Any evidence of wounds?
XO_Amendoeira says:
::tilts his head:: CNS : Is he? Hmmm...
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::chuckles slightly and returns serious::
TO_Zria says:
@::hears the weapons fire and heads for it, opening the lab door only to see bright flashes of phaser fire:: CIV: Are you alright, Commander?
OPS_Mushgrave says:
::Reads over the information...::  CO:  Hmmmm it looks like about three years ago, the Summerset were investigating a mercenary group in a nearby system of Rimel....
XO_Amendoeira says:
*CO* : Captain... Our captive isn't being overly cooperative.. I would like your permission to try something a little more.. Persuasive..
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Rolls behind another counter then peeks over the top consciously.  Quickly takes aim and fires on one of the survivors::
CIV_Ryan says:
@TO: Get down!
CEO_Burke says:
::checks current status, then goes and leans on the tactical rail, watching the action on the lower deck::
Host CO_Madred says:
*XO*: Granted...
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - Ryan's shot flies across the room and takes out the young Haliian female and she collapses with a scream.
Host CO_Madred says:
OPS: Hmm ... and have their been any instances similar to the one we're experiencing in the Rimel system?
CNS_Valis says:
::Stands quietly and begins rubbing her head again while she waits to see what the XO wants them to do.::
CTO_Turnbull says:
#::looks around the bridge::  ALL:  Stay sharp.  Something's up.  CSO:  Can you use the internal sensors to locate life signs?
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::raises both eyebrows:: Self: Persuasive?
XO_Amendoeira says:
*CO* : I would need Tsalea for this, Jafo... Is she available?
FCO_Panthera says:
#::starts moving around carefully::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Checking....
MO_Angel says:
#::Bends down to one missing blood and scans, pausing to check something::  CTO:  There are puncture marks on the bodies. ::Steps over to check some of the others.::  One on each body, in various places it seems.  I don't see a specific pattern.
TO_Zria says:
@::ducks behind a lab counter, taking aim at a figure that appears to be Vulcan and fires::
Host CO_Madred says:
*XO*: She is not ... she's beamed to the Summerset.
CIV_Ryan says:
@TO: They won't listen to reason.  Take them out.  Phaser on stun!  ::Jumps up and fires another shot at another survivor::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::stares at Amendoeira::
CSO_Tsalea says:
#::Finding the ships logs, begins to check them::
XO_Amendoeira says:
*CO*: Aye sir… Then I’ll have to do it myself...
TO_Zria says:
@CIV: I've got the setting on wide beam, hopefully it'll get one of them.  ::fires again at the figures standing toward the center of the room and firing wildly::
XO_Amendoeira says:
CNS: I’ll need your help... If you sense something wrong, you need to bring me out of it...
CNS_Valis says:
XO: Bring you out of what exactly?
FCO_Panthera says:
#::moves over and starts checking the computer for any data that might be helpful::
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Jumps up again and takes aim, firing again::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
XO: Sir... I would not advise this AT ALL.
XO_Amendoeira says:
::moves back to the cell, and nods to the guard to open it:: CNS: Why, the mind meld, of course..
CTO_Turnbull says:
#Sec1:  Guard the bridge entrance.  Sec2:  Cover all other entrances from here.  MO:  Opinions?  FCO:  See if it has navigational capability.  ::thinks hard, this is familiar, but why?::
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  Well in 2377 and operation by SFI almost rescued the system... but the operation was abandoned when the team was almost lost.    The System is quarantined due to a subspace rift that opened upon Rimel II.  The USS Nighthawk will have the detailed reports on that.
CSO_Tsalea says:
#CTO:  Logs are encrypted.  One moment while I try to decipher them.  ::Begins entering various codes::  I am also going to upload them to our ship.
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
XO: A forced mind meld can leave both damaged seriously
FCO_Panthera says:
#CTO: Aye sir. ::heads for the helm and checks to see if they can get this bucket moving on its own::
CNS_Valis says:
::Looks at him like he's just told her that space is blue.:: XO: How do I safely do that? Wouldn't Dr. tr'Raedheol be better qualified?
Host CO_Madred says:
::rubs his chin with his hands, stroking his goatee:: OPS: So whatever was going on in the Rimel system is now going on here...
TO_Zria says:
@::peeks out from behind the lab counter and takes careful aim at the figures in the center of the room before firing again::
MO_Angel says:
#CTO:  I would need to do a few autopsies, but at a guess... it looks like some large creature went on a rampage.
XO_Amendoeira says:
::watches as the forcefield goes down:: CMO : If you have any other alternatives, I’ll gladly hear them out
OPS_Mushgrave says:
CO:  That would be my guess Sir.  Without anymore information that would be the theory.
CIV_Ryan says:
@TO: I have an idea.  Cover me!  ::Moves quickly from side to side, dodging the phaser fire and takes cover behind the pile of computer debris.  Begins hefting her weight on the pile to push it over onto the survivors::
CTO_Turnbull says:
#MO:  That makes sense.  See if you can locate any survivors.  Use the internal sensors.  ::walks over to the tactical station::
Lt_Delar says:
::Looks at the XO, somewhat nervous as to what's going on::
CSO_Tsalea says:
*Paula Greene*:  Please be prepared for an upload of data from this ships computer core.
CTO_Turnbull says:
#::strokes chin thoughtfully::  Self:  The game is afoot...
XO_Amendoeira says:
::steps inside the cell, and engages the force field again, once the CMO and CNS are inside::
CIV_Ryan says:
@::Hefts her weight again and again on the pile of debris trying to push it over::
CMO_tr`Raedheol says:
::shrugs:: XO: At the moment... it is the quickest solution... proceed with care Sir.
CSO_Tsalea says:
#::Hearing the request::  CTO:  The majority are located down below in the cargo hold.
MO_Angel says:
#::Nods and heads for the science station::
XO_Amendoeira says:
::looks over at the CNS:: CNS: Just focus on me.. IF you sense anything wrong...
Lt_Delar says:
::Looks at the three officers locked in the same cell as him, anxious::
CNS_Valis says:
::Looks nervous but nods her head.:: XO: All right.
Host CJ-Tala says:
ACTION - Seeing their downed companion, the two other survivors go almost animalistic. The pair charge, and one is neutralized, however the last officer screams "We will not be silenced" and fires a wide beam knocking both women out...
Host CJ-Tala says:
=/\==/\=End Mission - "Neteyot HosheH - Sudden Silence"=/\==/\=

